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SOFTWARE RADIOS APPLYING TO THE DGPS TRANSCEIVERS

Hao Wu & Naitong Zhang
Communication Research Center, Harbin Institute of Technology, PRC

ABSTRACT

To make the DGPS data link can be easily modified and updated, the ‘software radio’
technology becomes a logical architecture choice applying in a DGPS transceiver. This
paper will discuss the system architecture and the key technology of software DGPS
transceiver, which will become a multi-band and multi-function transceiver. It will
operate at the uniform hardware platform to realize two receivers’ functions  both the
GPS receiver and the data link receiver (or transmitter). Then, this paper will give the
design and implementation of the transceiver. Finally, it will demonstrate the simulation
results of the system.
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INTRODUCTION

Software radios is a new concept that was put forward several years ago in wireless
communication systems. Its essence is rest with digitizing signals as possible as closer to
the RF front-end, at RF or IF band; replacing the conventional ASIC or low speed
DSP/CPU with high speed DSP/CPU. Consequently, all basic wireless communication
functions are implement by software and the bondage of hardware in wireless
communication systems is relieved. Software radio defined architecture is a synthesis
concept, it is based upon the technologies of wideband ADC, high speed DSP and
wideband antenna. Universal software radio architecture in mobile communication
system is shown in Figure1.



We are mainly studying software radio applying in the differential GPS (DGPS) data link.
Although DGPS is the future development trend, its practicality is restricted with the
following two limitations:
      • DGPS receiver which is more complicated than universal GPS receivers are
            demanded
      • a lot of agreements, standards and procedures need to be prepared and adopted by

international organization
Therefore, during the transition period and future development period, it is a reasonable
choice that implements DGPS transceiver. Software DGPS transceivers have many
advantages: to reduce the investment cost; to realize operational savings through lower
weight, power, and size; to adapt to the development of existing and future standards.
Meanwhile, the software programmability increases the system flexibility and provides
interoperable ability between different systems. Based upon the communication systems’
design are alike, the software radios technology which is applying to the DGPS
transceiver may also migrate into the transceivers of other wireless communication
systems.

ARCHITECTURE AND INPLEMENTATIONS OF SOFTWARE DGPS
TRANSCEIVER

A traditional DGPS transceiver is implemented by separate both software and hardware.
These architectures are inflexible and hardware intensive with generally high cost and
low reliability due to the size, power, and weight limitations. If assuming that the
modulation and demodulation functions in wireless transceiver can be re-operated by
software, a flexible and fine architecture can be realized. Besides, through multiband RF
front-end, it can increase the software programmability of GPS digital receiver. Thus,
software DGPS receiver can be integrated with programmable digital GPS receiver.
Future modern electronic battle will be benefit from this kind of integrated receiver, and
this kind of receiver can also be used in other fields, such as exploration and mapping.
Figure 2 is the conceptual view of a ‘software radio’ that can support multiple
applications of modulation schemes. The RF front-end can be changed, the transceiver
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could be reconfigured either by embedding multiple software modules for each
modulation scheme or by downloading software. Therefore, this kind of transceiver is
called ‘programmable software transceiver’. For example, when the RF frequency range
for two GPS land data link are in the antenna receiving range, by executing different
software based on the modulation scheme, dual use can be made of this receiver, saving
airlines significant cost.

In a DGPS transceiver, we introduce DSP technology and realize modulation/encoding
during transmitting message and demodulation/decoding during receiving message by
software. Software implementation sequence is shown in Figure3 and Figure4.

Figure3 Software digital encoding and modulation
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Figure 3 is the software block diagram of digital encoding and modulation. The input
data stream first is encoded with Forward Error Correction (FEC). Because it is harmful
in transmission that data has been all ‘0’ or ‘1’ for a long time, the bit scrambling is
adopted. A simple realization of bit scrambling is that the transmitted data stream
exclusive-or with pseudonoise stream, the full ‘0’ or full ‘1’ state are eliminated. This is
helpful to clock recovery and adaptive equalization. Then the data stream is modulated. If
is M-ary PSK(MPSK), the modular can also provide a serial to parallel converter to allow
for selection of the delta phase based on q (2q=M) consecutive bits. Modulated signal is
upconvertered to about 10MHz by NO, then output to DAC.

Figure 4 is a detailed block diagram of the software architecture for digital modulator.
The adaptive demodulation is achieved according to different signal modulation’s
characteristic. In order to reduce the effects of intersymbol interference (ISI), the
equalizer is used. The output of the equalizer is compared to the nearest state and the
difference is used to update the equalizer coefficient matrix.

For the sake of reconstructing the input data stream, the descrambler is used. The detailed
operation is that PN code is exclusive-ored with the received signal starting with the
reserved symbol. Then FEC decoding is carried out.

Based on above-mentioned architecture modular of software DGPS transceiver, we
simulated the system by software. In this system, the modulator/demodulator and
coding/decoding modular can be changed easily., the transmitting rate can also be
effectively specified by software.

KEY TECHNOLOGIES OF SOFTWARE TRANCEIVER

Our research is focus on two aspects: direct digitization RF front-end and software
adaptive demodulation.

1 Direct Digitization RF Front-end
The disadvantages of analog front-end of traditional receiver are that the analog nature,
including aged-based, temperature-based performance and the nonlinear operation of the
mixers, are varied from those analog components. Therefore, direct digitization receiver
front-end will greatly reduce the design demands of hardware, the result is that the
defects of analog front-end are avoided. Digitization front-end also needs satisfy the
sensitivity and dynamic range requirements of general front-end. Due to the limitation of
high speed ADC component and processing speed, A direct digitization front-end
eliminates the need for frequency downconversion through bandpass sampling, but not
direct sampling. Thus if a lower sampling frequency is adequate, it is desirable to build a
narrower band system because of the less stringent processing requirements and
associated potential lower cost. The choice of sampling frequency is dependent on the



original carrier frequency, information bandwidth, and desired carrier frequency.
Equation (1-1) provides the necessary mathematical relationships to determine an
appropriate sampling frequency
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where fix(a) is the truncated integer portion of argument a, rem(a,b) is the remainder after
division of a by b, Fc is original carrier frequency, Fs is sampling frequency, FIF is the
desired carrier frequency or IF after aliasing.

Quadrature sampling can reduce required sampling rate. In quadrature sampling the
signal to be digitized is split into two components: in-phase and quadrature-phase. Each
of these components occupies only one-half of the bandwidth of the original signal and
can be sampled at one-half the sampling rate required for the original signal. Therefore,
quadrature sampling reduces the required sampling rate by a factor of two at the expense
of using two phase-locked ADCs instead of one.

2 Software Adaptive Demodulation
In general, the receiver demodulation which using ‘software radio’ concept is implement
by software modular. With the change of environment, the software modular will be
varied or updated, thereby the goal to demodulate all signals, which are modulated with
different modulation schemes, can be realized. But this situation has some restricted
conditions, the most important is the modulation scheme of received signal should be
known beforehand. According to the signal itself characteristic, if the receiver can extract
the modulation property, the implementation of adaptive demodulation will increase more
intelligent ability of receiver.

At the present time, to adapt band-limited, nonlinear channel characters, modern constant
envelope modulation technology has been used. Although modern constant envelope
modulation has many types, a main line is permeated from beginning to end: that is the
study of modulated waveform’s phase route. Therefore, it is very useful for the
comprehension of this type demodulation by catching hold of the study of phase route.
The study of phase route is also the distinguish key of adaptive demodulation.

Known as the formula ω=dθ(t)/dt, a modulated signal spectrum property is related to the
phase route. In order to control the modulated signal spectrum property, its phase route is
need to be controlled. By reviewing the development of this kind of modulation
technologies, it is proven that this view is validity.



The BPSK, QPSK, OQPSK, MSK phase vector track diagram is depict in Figure 5.
Figure 5(a) shows that: in BPSK, when the data polarity is changed, waveform phase
sudden changes 180 degrees, so the variety of vector only has two states and overpasses
the origin. In Figure 5(b), four vertexes of a square stand for QPSK signal’s four possible
phases in one symbol interval Ts. In QPSK, data of I and Q two channel is uniform on
time edge. Thus when the I and Q data polarity are changed at the same time, vector
overpasses the origin instantaneously and the phase sudden changes 180 degrees;
whereas when only one channel data polarity is changed, vector of QPSK signal is

transformed from one point to a neighbor point along the side of the square, that is to say,
the phase is sudden changes 90 degrees. Figure 5(c) shows that the OQPSK phase vector
track diagram. Because I and Q channel data are staggered half of one symbol interval
Ts/2=Tb on the time edge, the phase is not sudden changed 180 degrees, only is a 90
degrees phase sudden change. Figure 5(d) is a circle, it is MSK vector track diagram. It
has not any phase sudden change, the rule of phase change is that to be changed 90
degrees linearly during one symbol.

Obviously, for discontinuous phase route modulation, we can identify them through
carrier phase sudden change times. For continuous phase route modulation, we can
identify them through each phase route properties (for example, the phase route whether
is a line or a curve, and slope) These are involved in many specific problems, such as
differential coding MPSK and filter before modulation. We need as possible distinguish
them according to their new property on phase. These can all be implement by software.

CONCLUSION

Through implementation of software DGPS base station and consumer transceiver, it will
bring many advantages. It will reduce the development cost; lifecycle maintenance cost;
the manufacturers and users’ investment risk. It also has the flexibility in different
environment, and the potential ability for other modulations and application. Base on the
interoperationbility of communication systems, software radio technology which is
applied in DGPS transceiver can also migrate into other wireless communication
transceivers, it is propitious to extending to general transceivers.
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